
New Testament: Hebrews 11: 1 - 6
Sermon Text: Jude 1 - 16

Please pray with me.  And now Lord God may the words of  my mouth, and the
meditations of  all our hearts, be pleasing and acceptable in Thy sight, our Rock and
our Redeemer.  Amen.

In this short, powerful letter, Jude addresses what was, and continues to be, an all too
common problem; false teachers corrupting the gospel of  Jesus and in doing so,
leading people away from the truth of  justice, redemption, and reconciliation.  Jude
had planned to write a letter of  encouragement regarding their “common salvation”
but finds himself, because of  these false teachers, having to “contend for the faith that
was once for all delivered to the saints”.  What this suggests to us then is that these
false teachers are creating divisions amongst the readers of  Jude’s letter.  From his use
of  the terms “common salvation” and “the faith that was once for all delivered”, we
can infer that Jude very much agrees with our modern understanding of  one faith, one
God, one people; even if  we do exceedingly poorly on the execution of  the “one
people” part.  The early church proclaimed, as we still proclaim today, that Jesus in his
Christhood made himself  a ransom for many, echoing the words of  Jesus himself.
This means that Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection was sufficient for all humanity to
be reconciled to God and to one another.  That there is nothing that we need to do as
individual humans to earn salvation, we must simply choose to accept salvation.  This
is the “common salvation” that Jude is referring to and further, in the power of  the
resurrection, this is the “faith that was once for all delivered to the saints”.  Again,
there’s no earning it, there is simply the acceptance thereof  and accompanying
discipleship that continues to mold and shape our lives.

Therefore, we can infer that these false teachers that Jude is warning against are likely
some form or variation of  the others we have seen throughout our studies of  other
books of  the Bible.  Likely Judaizers who were demanding that Gentile converts adopt
the customs and laws of  the Jewish Torah such as kosher food laws and circumcision.
However, we must not be too hasty to only suspect Judaizers as the cause of  Jude’s
consternation.  His rather abrupt shift in gears into a more apocalyptic tone of  voice
in his second paragraph after concluding the first paragraph with a reference to
“sensuality” gives us further insight into who might be leading the readers of  Jude’s
letter astray.  When it comes to the new Gentile converts, it is not just the Jewish
converts who might be trying to lead them away from our “common salvation” but
the inverse may be true as well.  It stands to reason, and we have seen some of  this
from some of  Paul’s writing as well, that Gentile converts did not have any faith or
belief  at all before becoming followers of  The Way.  The ancient world was rife with
various deities and a myriad of  belief  systems and customs associated with these



various deities.  There were child sacrifice cults, human sacrifice cults, sex cults and so
it stands to reason that some of  these types of  converts might get more than a bit
confused by some of  the theological talk that would come up in early churches.
Grace, mercy, and salvation are all pretty straight forward and not too hard to confuse.
However, coming from some of  those aforementioned cults and talking about eating
the body of  Christ and drinking his blood might throw some people for a loop.
Calling everyone “brother” and “sister” might confuse relationships that were already
“complicated” and create space for people to shape and twist the gospel message into
what they want it to mean as opposed to what it actually means.  Hence Jude’s early
pleas for “common salvation” and “the faith that was once for all delivered”.  He
comes down harshly on these false teachers reminding his readers that those who had
practiced similar cult-like practices and behaviors God did not hesitate to destroy, is
the word Jude uses.  He references the generation in the desert who came out of
Egypt but did not enter the Promised Land because of  their worship of  Baal and their
creating the golden calf.  The angels who got out of  order and did not respect their
own position, nor God’s position or authority, were destroyed.  Sodom and Gomorrah
were destroyed because of  activities and behaviors similar to that of  the sex cults some
Gentile converts would have come out of  and were, perhaps, returning to and inviting
others even despite their conversion to becoming followers of  The Way.  These false
teachers then, Jude asserts, will be destroyed just as their forebears were.

Jude provides three more examples of  who these false teachers might be comparable
to.  “They walked in the way of  Cain.”  As Cain killed Abel so too are these false
teachers, in leading people away from their “common salvation”, killing people
themselves.  Later legends sprung up around Balaam that he sought money, to be
paid, to curse Israel even though according to Numbers 22:18 he did not.  Still these
legends are likely what Jude is referring to and therefore suggests his implied reason
for why the false teachers are doing what they are doing; to get paid.  Jude is
suggesting that the false teachers are motivated by their greed.  And finally the
example of  Korah is his rebellion against Moses and Aaron leading to his own
destruction and that of  his followers.  Jude cuts no corners; those who rebel against
the “common salvation” of  all exercised through the love, grace, mercy, and justice of
God are bound for destruction.

There is no shortage of  false teachers in our day and age.  It is ever more crucial for
each one of  you to be wise, shrewd, and discerning in what you listen to; to what you
consume.  It is ever more critical for me to preach love, grace, mercy, and justice.  We
are in this together with the Holy Spirit to guide us in all truth.  Amen.


